
ESSnet Big Data WP2: Webscraping Enterprise Characteristics 
Methodological note – Test Statistic Produced:  Yes 

The ESSnet BD WP2 performs joint web scraping experiments following in multiple countries, using as much as 

possible the same methodological concepts. The aim is to derive experimental statistics on enterprises from 

information found on the web, especially the websites of enterprises. It should be noted that these statistics 

have not reached maturity in terms of harmonisation, coverage or methodology. At this point they are to be 

treated as the output of research experiments and they do not necessarily align with the official statistics 

published on this subject. 

Use case: URLS retrieval 

Country: UK 

Date: 2018-04-04 

Data sources 
Online Registers, Business Websites, ICT survey (called the ‘E-commerce survey’ in the UK) 

Population 
The enterprises as defined by the ICT survey (called the ‘E-commerce survey’ in the UK) (>10 persons, 

limited NACE) 

Methodology 
 

1. Extraction of a set of enterprises with known websites from an online website register as a 

‘training’ set 

 

2. For each enterprise in this training set, query a web search API with the enterprise name and 

collect the first 10 responses – call these ‘candidate’ websites 

 

3. Scrape each ‘candidate’ website and store the scraped text (note – all scraping carried out 

according to ONS web-scraping policy) 

 

4. Extract features from the scraped text, including: whether the enterprise address is present 

on the website, search rank of website, whether the enterprise name is in the URL 

 

5. Train a machine learning model (random forests) to predict whether each website is a 

genuine match to the enterprise 

 

6. Apply this pipeline and model to population of interest to identify websites for enterprises 

currently without a known website 

 

  

 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/transparencyandgovernance/onsdatapolicies/howwecollectdata/webscrapingpolicy


Results 
The confusion matrix below summarises the performance of the machine learning classifier (from 

step ‘5’ in the ‘methodology’ section). Precision is very high – where we do identify a website, it is 

probably the correct one – but recall is somewhat lower – we are still missing a fairly large number of 

genuine websites. 

 
 

Precision  TP / (TP + FP) Recall  TP / (TP + FN) F1  2 / ((1/recall) + (1/precision)) 

0.96 0.78 0.86 

 

However, when applying this methodology to the reference population, the quality of our results also 

depends on steps in the pipeline other than the machine learning.  For an estimated 28 % of 

websites, we were unable to scrape the website for technical or ethical reasons.  There are also an 

estimated 15 % of potential websites not found by the search engine API.  For this reason, we 

identify websites for only 24% of the reference population, compared to approximately 81% of the 

population that have a website. 

 

Limitations and future work 
We are only able to identify a website for a relatively small proportion of companies using this 

method, but we are reasonably certain that the websites we have identified are correct. 

An additional issue is that the websites we have identified are biased towards large companies, 

possibly because of technical capabilities & web presence are large in companies with more 

resources. 

Future work can include combining these data with website registry information and improving our 

scraping methods to increase coverage. To improve classifier performance, we can utilise a more 

explicit, curated training set tailored towards UK websites.  The initial search engine API queries can 

be expanded and optimised, especially for retrieving small company urls. 


